Sonic Edu

Available on Desktop, iPhone/iPad & Android

Up-to-date pathology
information at your
fingertips.

Now featuring
the Sonic
Skin Pathology
Handbook

www.sonicedu.com.au

Sonic Edu
Keeping you informed
about pathology testing
Sonic Edu is the centralised app for all our educational information, and has
now been expanded to include the Sonic Skin Pathology Handbook.
Sonic Pathology Handbook

Sonic Skin Pathology Handbook

Written by 65 Sonic Healthcare pathologists, the Sonic
Pathology Handbook provides information on more than 900
pathology topics, reflecting our deep, collective knowledge
across all areas of pathology, including specific, high-level
expertise in a broad range of subspecialties.

The Sonic Skin Pathology Handbook combines a range of
detailed, practical and contemporary papers relating to the
pathology, diagnosis and management of a selection of
skin conditions. It includes contributions from pathologists
with expertise in histopathology, genetics, microbiology,
immunology, haematology and biochemistry, who often work
together to provide valuable assistance in the management of
your patient.

Importantly, the handbook has been written by Australian
pathologists for Australian doctors, making it a unique
resource within our medical community. The digital version
contains up-to-date information, giving you immediate
access to the latest test information and position statements.

Under the editorship of Dr Vicki Howard, this handbook is the
result of a nationwide collaboration among Sonic Healthcare
pathologists, including colleagues who are nationally and
internationally recognised experts in their fields.

Up-to-date information at your fingertips

   Multiple formats
Sonic Edu is available in app
form (iPad, iPhone and Android
smartphones and tablets) or on
your PC via the internet.

 Always current
Sonic Edu is automatically updated
whenever your device is connected to
Wi-Fi. Updated topics are flagged for easy
reference. All content is stored on your
mobile device, so you can look up tests
even when you aren’t connected to Wi-Fi.

 Hyperlinks*
Hyperlinked references take you
directly through to related topics or
to cited references on the internet.
*Sonic Pathology Handbook

S
 earch function and
predictive text

Search for tests and conditions using
predictive text. The search returns
a list of conditions and tests where
the searched term is in a heading or
within the text.

Seamless integration with Sonic Dx

Sonic Edu links seamlessly
with Sonic Dx (our online
results app).
To find out more information about a test
or condition listed in a Sonic Dx result,
simply long-press (press and hold) a
word in the electronic test result, and
the app will automatically switch to a
list of suitable topics in the handbook
(users must be logged in to both apps
simultaneously).



How to access Sonic Edu
Desktop

iPhone/iPad

Android

Search for Sonic Edu

Search for Sonic Edu


Go to www.sonicedu.com.au

All users need to register at www.sonicedu.com.au/register
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